Revitalizing Your Chapter After Covid Discussion:

Fears (during the start of Covid and when students first returned to the house; whether fears were realized or not):  
- Condition of house  
- Knowledge loss  
- Policy adherence and continuing restrictions  
  - Resulting bad press  
- No reunions / loss of alumni cohesion  
- Recruitment reduction and retention  
- Continued remote learning activities  
- Chapter coherence  
- Financial Losses  
- MIT Support  
- Undergraduate leadership development

Goals (looking forward):  
- Raise standards for facilities  
- Improve alumni engagement  
- Resolve alum/undergraduate recruitment goals  
- Accept spring recruitment (fraternities)  
- Implement AILG support system  
- Increase awareness of FSILGs on campus  
- Better press!

Concerns (ongoing):  
- Recruitment and retention  
- Maintaining good habits  
- Faculty support